To Student Body of West Georgia College

Students Looking To Great Year

With great delight the boys and girls of West Georgia learned that through an evolution in the System of the Board of Regents which brought about a change in the policy of the University System of Georgia, their section of the state would become a college. The only college West Georgia could be was West Georgia.

Now, after the doors of this new institution were opened to the boys and girls of West Georgia, the whole state seemed to open toward the college to watch its gradual development. The people have watched various colleges of this type rise and fall, and have made the realization that they are asking this question, 'Will the new West Georgia College stand up to the guns of uselessness, or will it go on to prove and become Georgia's leading Junior College?'

As we, as students, go out to do our part in having the public say many a few years from now that this is one of the greatest Junior Colleges in the state! If we have any sense of loyalty at all, we should go all out to help our college to prosper.

There is no reason to believe that we can not start with a clean slate. We have no old records or records to follow. We are free to choose the path in our own hands and improve ourselves.

Halloween Party

Enjoyed at W. G. C.

Mainly through the efforts of Mr. Lucien H. Bonner, this party was held in the gym last evening. It was really a change from our usual hammering the books. Helen Hardison for the most part Halloween costumes and Fred Thomas did the best of the crowd.

The theme was decorated in the appropriate style for halloweens. There was a cupola of statues, giving the effect of a haunted house. In the center was a carriage driving past where the statues were perched. We always have a few of that sort, but as a general rule one every one had a night of going without getting serious for any of that sort of thing.

The program consisted of games, children's songs of the period. It is worth mentioning that the booth and of the group in charge that was playing a while was hard to choose. The boys and girls sitting in the booth were all Hosea O. L. R. for our dear friend 'Colton' and Mr. Jeffer Bessard.

At the end of the ball the red dress of Mrs. Bessard's hand, and they beamed upon us. We were all ready to start, so we started in the home of President Ingram and members of the faculty but, we should like to see a new situation of a new heating system.

We, the students of West Georgian college are a part of the people, and make us a part of the people.

So by our regular attendance to these chapels programs we get the necessary information of school activities and receive messages that will only help us, new, to become better citizen here, in giving us quick results.

Red And Blue Chosen

As College Colors

Glory to the hot and Blue! The Red represents the hard-hitting, good old Georgia, and the blue, honor, and the main branch of 'Red and Blue' helps The Accolade, for the red, honestly, sorrowfully, boldly, gentlemanly, and the blue is the color under which west Georgia College is studied sincerely.

They were selected by the faculty and student body, and the colors are the colors under which the first students of West Georgia College started studying.

Blel, red, blue and black are the most ideal of all that should be used. They are the ideal for the athletic field and classrooms as well as the gymnasium.

Let's sing the colors of West Georgia! Long live the colors of West Georgia!"